
Hand Lettering - creating shadow effects

One of the things you can do to enhance your hand lettering is create artistic effects that make your letters stand out.
And one of the ways you can do this is by creating shadow effects! With a couple of simple tricks you will be able to
give your letters a three‑dimensional feel and give your hand lettered phrase that certain something. We show you

three techniques for creating shadows that will really bring your letters to life.

https://www.staedtler.com/uk/en/


An article by Lea

To ensure your hand lettered phrase has a symmetrical
and harmonious look, sketch it out in advance with the
pencil.
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Using the triplus color in black, create your first word
(“live”) in simple block letters.
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Using the triplus color in grey, draw a second line to the
left of every vertical stroke, to create a shadow.
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https://www.staedtler.com/uk/en/discover/lea/


Use the pigment liner to create your second word
(“laugh”) in faux calligraphy, leaving  the spaces empty.
(You’ll find tips on faux calligraphy)
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Fill in the spaces with dots using the pigment liner.
Create a gradient from dark to light by putting lots of dots
in the upper half of your letters and very few dots in the
lower half.
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Using the triplus colour in black, create your third word
(“love”) in block letters. Add a 3D shadow using the
pigment liner and colour in with the triplus color in grey to
make your letters stand out.
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Don’t forget to rub out your preliminary pencil markings
when you've finished.
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https://www.staedtler.com/uk/en/discover/hand-lettering-faux-calligraphy/


Material overview

What you need

Product Article no. Quantity

pigment liner 308 Fineliner - Blistercard containing 1 pigment liner black,
line width approx. 0.5 mm

30805-9BKD 1

Mars  plastic 526 50 Eraser in premium quality - Blistercard containing 1
eraser 526 50

526 50 BKD 1

Mars  Lumograph  100 Drawing pencil - Single product HB 100-HB 1

Additionally required:

Coated paper

®

® ®

https://www.staedtler.com/uk/en/products/products-for-colouring/fineliners/pigment-liner-308-fineliner-30805-9bkd/
https://www.staedtler.com/uk/en/products/pencils-and-accessories/erasers/mars-plastic-526-50-eraser-in-premium-quality-526-50-bkd/
https://www.staedtler.com/uk/en/products/pencils-and-accessories/graphite-pencils/mars-lumograph-100-drawing-pencil-m100/

